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LEADERS TO RIDE ROUGH SHOD OVER LABOR DELEGATES
Steam Roller Tactics Adopted By Organization With Insurgents.
CONVENTION OPENS AT TORONTO TODAY
Federation Officers Sweating Every Nerve to Whip "Outsiders" Sympathizers Into Line.

LABOR LEADER SHOTS IN OPENING SPEECH
As widespread, impartial judgment is being brought to bear upon the labor movement, the last 24 hours have been marked by a series of steps which will mark the validity of the movement for the future.
The unprecedented sentence has been passed and the labor and peace parties of the United States will be separated.
We have dealt with no one and we are not afraid of it.

THE WAR OF THE WAYS
This has been called a most critical time for labor.

WARMER OUTLOOK
The Department might have been expected to act.

SHOWERS
The Feds might be expected today.

APPLAUD
The Fiend might have been expected to be appeased.

Rough Talk
The matter under consideration will remain under the same attitude.

ANATOMY HERO NOW IMPROVING
Midshipman Wilson on Road To Recovery After Operation on Neck.

PRESIDENT PLAYS GOLF AT AUGUSTA
Will Be the Guest of Honor At the State Fair This Afternoon.

AUSTRALIAN MINERS ALL ON STRIKE
Twelve Thousand Workers Cause Complete Tie-up and Great Business Loss.

SLOWING
The boom might have been expected to be checked.

THE NORTH DAKOTA ON HER LAST TEST
Dreadnought Is Off Massachusetts Coast In Twenty-four-hour Run At Nineteen Knots.

ROOSEVELT WIRE WIFE HE IS WELL
Cable From Former President Puts End to Alarming Rumors.

AMERICAN EXPERTS WILL INVESTIGATE CLAIMS OF DR. COOK
Committee Appointed by the Board of Managers of the Nature Geographic Society, Will Make Trip To Danzian Capital.

MRS. ASTOR IS GRANTED AN ABSOLUTE DIVORCE

CITIES MAY SPLIT ON AVIATION MEET
Washington-Baltimore Partners In Danger of Being Divorced.

GOVERNMENT CLERKS TO HOLD MEETING
Civil Service Retirement Association Will Gather at Philadelphia Friday.

In order to bring greater economy, the Government will hold a meeting of its clerks in charge of the Savings Bank.

M. B. McManus, chairman of the committee, will preside.

COMMITTEE BUSTING A CHARTER
John W. Hayes Is Chairman of the Board.

A committee of the United States Senate is to hold a meeting of the members of the Government Savings Bank Association Wednesday afternoon.

TWO HUNDRED AND SIX COLUMNS GAIN
That is the advertising record of The Washington Times for last week as compared with the corresponding week of a year ago—a gain made all the more significant since it nearly doubles the amount of advertising carried.

Here Are the Figures:
Advertising Carried Last Week........ 463 Cols.
The Corresponding Week in 1908........ 257 Cols.
Gain...................................... 206 Cols.

The present surplus of the paper's value is the confidence placed in it by its advertisers. That those two hundred and six columns of advertising, which nearly double the expenditure in one paper in a year's time is the strongest tribute that could be paid to the polling power of The Washington Times.

"Advertising that pays grows. Advertising that grows pays."
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WAGERS TO BE RAISED
The New Directors Will Be Chosen at Annual Meeting Next Monday.

All records for collections in the House of Trade have been taken and

MILLER APPEALS FROM JUDGMENT
Former Secretary of Building Association Loses His

An appeal from the Judgment of the Supreme Court of the State of Kansas has been perfected.

WILD PANIC FOLLOWS DISCOVERY OF FIRE IN NEW YORK FACTORY.

Ten Badly Injured by Jumping from Windows during a Fire that today destroyed the entire factory of the American Iron Foundry, 152 Columbus street. The first started in a second floor room from some unknown cause, and, fed on inflammable materials, spread rapidly through the building and finally coming off the escape of the workmen.

PANIC SUFFICES
The work was suspended and many jumped from the windows without waiting to be rescued. This was the first alarm of the day, but others were incident.

The work of putting out the fire and the subsequent investigation is the subject of report of the Board of the Exchange.

WORKMAN FALLS TO HIS FORTUNE
Fifty-Year-Old Hotel Employee In Boston Enters Estate.

Estate of Edward J. Bartlett, fifty-year-old hotel employee in Boston, is to be opened for settlement.

Three of those who lost their lives in the American Iron Foundry fire in Brooklyn are declared to be the victims of the explosion of the 114th street ferryboat. The bodies of Joseph H. Brown, the late John S. Smith, and Arthur G.exporter, who was killed in the explosion, to be buried today.
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The notebook of the inspector is to be the subject of extensive examination.
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